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NOUN GROUPS : STRUCTURE 

 

The following noun groups are either wrong or awkwardly expressed. Rewrite them in a more 

appropriate way. 

 

1. First campaign 

2. a social responsible company 

3. a analyze 

4. a different ways 

5. this companies 

6. an increasing of the global warming problem 

7. others environment problems worries 

8. the Exxon-Mobil latest advertisement campaign 

9. a clearly effort 

10. a lot of advertisement 

11. this figures 

12. the oil companies marketing efforts 

13. the earth planet fotograph 

14. the flowers protection 

15. one of Economist magazine edition 

16. newspaper’s ads 

17. a children 

18. two differents campaigns 

19. the others pictures 

20. an image of a socially responsible, hardworking and committed, paternalistic and caring 

21. a environmental friendly one 

22. the really value of the company 

23. the company main objective 

24. a hybrid cars 

25. the climatic changes’ issues 

26. environment 

27. two goals of Shell work 

28. Shell campaign 

29. a strong and simply image 

30. every companies 

31. Other problem 

32. some surfs boards 

33. the ads’ backgrounds 

34. This adverts 

35. an environmental friendly company 

36. (make) the idea of environment care and protection (stronger) 

37. the environment concern 

38. a social responsible company appealing to customers trust 

39. that real problem that’s satisfying energy demand 

40. a desert, a sea storm and a angry river images 

41. experts in the oil localization 

42. an environment unfriendly image 

43. our future safeguarders 

44. a social responsible company 

45. oil companies advertisements 

46. the society opinion about the company 

47. the dependence of oil of certain worldwide potentials 

48. the enterprises environmental conscience 

49. one of the best energy source environment friendly 

50. the main purpose of them 
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51. a exploring image 

52. a image of a Ferrari car 

53. this new campaigns 

54. the prices of the oil barrels 

55. people minds 

56. environment pollution 

57. the disbelief by the general consumers in those causes 

58. an unethical business practices 

59. others institutions 

60. our intensive energy life way of living 

61. people lifestyle 

62. men kind 

63. old fossil energies exploitation’s progress cycle 

64. the all strategy 

65. those kind of strategies 

66. this kind of issues 

67. the peak of the price 

68. OPEC abrupt changes in oil prices 

69. the fluctuation in oil’s cost 

70. crude oil prices behaviour  

71. the cost’s behaviour world economies growth 

72. hybrid cars models 

73. other substitutes commodities 

74. the oil producers countries 

75. households, firms and countries behaviour 

76. the increase of oil importance in the global economy 

77. the rise of oil influence in the economy 

78. the increase in oil quantity demand 

79. the effects on the demand for hybrid cars from the soaring of fuel prices 

80. the hybrid vehicles demand which are more fuel efficient 

81. the creation of less fuel consuming cars such as hybrids 

82. a excessively dependent economy to a specific resource 

83. this vehicles 

84. wars between nations Middle East 

85. all of the economy sections 

86. a finally idea 

87. this type of cars 

88. vehicles fuel changes 


